
 

OPTION SUBJECT: Drama 
 

 
What type  

of qualification  
will I achieve? 

AQA GCSE - Drama 

What will I  
be doing in my  

lessons and what 
skills will I gain? 

You will be developing your script reading and analysing skills.  
Lessons will be split between theory and practical. 
You will be studying a set text and a live theatre performance in your theory lessons. As well as 
writing up coursework about the devising process.  
Alongside this, practical lessons which will cover the devised piece and the performance of two 
extracts from a script.  
You will be studying a range of acting style as well as learning about different types of theatre 
in order to develop your own skills as a performer.  
You will be developing your devising skills; creating a piece of theatre from a stimulus. 

How and when  
will my work  
be assessed? 

Across Year 10 and 11 you will undertake two practical assessments for both devised and 
scripted units. For the devised unit you will be tasked with completing a written evaluation of 
the process alongside a final performance. This composes unit 2 which is 40% of the course. 
The scripted unit, component 3 is 20% and the written exam, component 1 is also 40% of the 
course. The written exam includes questions on a set text studied and the analysis of a live 
theatre performance.  
 

How much time will 
I need to work on 
 this subject out  
of lesson time? 

Students will be required to rehearse for practical assessments outside of lessons (at least an 
hour a week). Students will also be given written assignments and be required to learn lines for 
practical assessments.  

 What will this 
course lead to in 
the Sixth Form? 

This may lead to a Drama A Level focusing on the practical or technical elements of the theatre.  

What possible 
careers and  

work related 
opportunities  

are there? 

Employers are always happy to see students who have GCSE Drama as they know these 
students will be articulate, confident and effective communicators. Possible jobs may be: 
Performer/Dancer, Choreographer, Technician, Lighting/Set/Costume Designer, Public Speaker, 
Script writer, Director, TV/Radio presenter, Drama therapist.  

More information? 
Please see your Drama teacher (Miss Crooke) for more information.  
Miss Crooke – s.crooke@ibstockcollege.co.uk  
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